The patented VTS torsion hub provides both independent and bi-directional suspension.

The Loegering VTS is equipped with steel Bogey wheels, Idler wheels and Tension Rollers which are engineered to minimize de-tracking.

The chassis on VTS is adjustable to fit many makes and models of skid steers (currently over 100). The chassis should be in the proper configuration for your skid steer at the time of purchase and only need adjustment in the event that you need to put your VTS on a different machine.

Given that the machines are compatible (similar wheelbase and horsepower) you can take VTS off your current machine, reconfigure and bolt on to your new machine.

- Fully sealed bearings for minimal maintenance.
- Operates with 2-speed machines.
- Improved ride and traction with proprietary multi-fit design.
- Independent bi-directional torsion suspension provides improved operator comfort and increased traction.
- Adjustable components designed to fit wheelbases from 35 - 55 inches.

AVAILABLE IN: 12, 15 and 18 inch tracks
Now You Can...

Bolt-on Tracks
The VTS - Versatile Track System® is a complete rubber track undercarriage that bolts directly to your skid steer’s standard hubs. VTS® utilizes forward placement of the front idler wheel to maintain flotation as well as added stability. By placing the front idler significantly ahead of the front hub position, VTS gains unmatched stability when digging and backing out of trenches, as well as hauling and dumping heavy loads. VTS tracks provide bi-directional suspension which adjusts independently from one side of the machine to the other. The suspension automatically applies the track undercarriages back to the ground maximizing track footprint, evenly distributing horsepower and improving machine stability on uneven terrain.

Maximize the Use of Your Skid Steer
"I am very impressed with my VTS. I've been able to reduce my expenses and maximize the use of my skid steer."
— Roger, Pennsylvania USA

Why VTS®?
- Maximize your skid steer performance.
- Minimize machine operating costs.
- Superior grading ability.
- Ultimate skid steer versatility.
- Extend your work season.
- Significantly more traction.
- Unmatched stability.
- Minimize machine depreciation.
- It's the right choice, it's the smart choice.

Simply remove the tires and bolt VTS to your existing hubs.

Make Tracks